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book to have.
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I had the pleasure of talking with Dr. Alex Young, a trauma and orthopaedic surgeon and the founder of Virti, a company
using things like artificial intelligence and augmented reality to improve and ...
Skills Training For The Future: Virti
An optimistic people, perhaps especially when it comes to the benefits of education, Americans aren’t used to anything
resembling the idea that a year in school could be one in which students ...
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Back to school after year of learning loss
The FE sector has worked really hard to support learners with additional needs, but Covid has been so damaging, writes
Paul Joyce Recently we reported on some of the challenges that children and young ...
The need to put young people with SEND at the heart of recovery couldn’t be clearer
Like Manchester, Greenville, S.C., was a textile-producing powerhouse before it was forced to reinvent itself. Manchester
focused on redeveloping its Millyard, which today is populated by tech compani ...
Distance learning: Seven lessons from a transformed mill city
However, it adds to a growing body of data finding that long-term symptoms from ... interfere with their learning and study
progress… Considering the millions of young people infected during ...
Even mild COVID in young people often leads to long-term symptoms, study finds
medical exigencies, etc. In this scenario, summer learning courses offer a powerful aid for children and their parents.
Challenges in online schooling Over the past year, online schooling through ...
Summer learning keeps students engaged during the Pandemic
Minnesotans are known for their large gatherings – including the “Great Minnesota Get-Together.” This summer, the
Minnesota State Fair as well as concerts and other crowd-oriented festivities return ...
Talking how to safely attend large gatherings with the U of M
With the last day of school approaching Tuesday, Chicago Public Schools families reflect on the unprecedented experience
of educating through a pandemic.
A strange and challenging year of pandemic learning is almost over as CPS breaks for summer: ‘I don’t take things for
granted anymore.’
Amidst right-wing fury over a state official’s memo about vaccinating children, Tennessee public health officials have been
ordered to ...
‘These Kids Will Die’: Health Experts Sound Alarm Over TN Shutting Down Vaccine Outreach To Minors
SeetecSkills: Traineeships can help to cut the risk of unemployment amongst young people in the North West, with
16-24-year olds currently most at risk of being out of work. The UK’s long-term ...
Seetec Outsource offers young people in Manchester employment opportunities through traineeships
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Kylie Munson, 15, walked the stage at UC Irvine last week, clad in cap and gown to collect her undergraduate diploma. The
Santa Clarita native studied biological sciences, and sees more education ...
15-year-old Santa Clarita native graduates from UC Irvine, eyes medical school
The release of the 119-page report comes a little over a year after more than 120 of the survivors asked the Justice
Department to make the findings public.
DOJ watchdog blasts FBI's handling of allegations against former USA Gymnastics doctor Larry Nassar
For a young developer looking to make a name for ... The property is in an Opportunity Zone, which provides long-term tax
incentives for developments in disadvantaged neighborhoods.
Is developer Josh Schuster’s fast rise spiraling out of control?
For the last five-plus years, a group of young, inquisitive minds have assembled in Whangārei to expand and challenge their
curiosity. Along with their inquisition, the group snowballed to over 60 and ...
Environment provides challenges for curious young Whangārei minds during school holidays
After learning just how rare complications ... Dr. Daniel Nafziger, Goshen Hospital’s chief medical officer and infectious
disease specialist, points out that vaccines also protect children who are ...
Northern Indiana Hispanic Health Coalition to host vaccine clinic
Learning to read is a poor child’s best hope of escaping poverty. Why aren’t they learning? The National Assessment of
Educational Progress (2019) shows 35 percent of fourth-graders reading ...
Thomas Graves: Learning to read is a poor child’s best hope of escaping poverty
A key North Carolina Senate committee on Wednesday approved a bill to legalize medical marijuana in the state. The
Senate Judiciary Committee, which first heard testimony on the proposal last week, ...
North Carolina Senators Approve Medical Marijuana Bill In Committee
"More than half of young people found remote learning less stressful than attending school as it was easier to concentrate,
they had more quality time with family and spent more time outdoors and ...
Poor mental health, suicidal thoughts and school closure stress felt among teens during COVID-19 pandemic
Metal and wood-working tools stand in rows in the classroom of Toole Skool to learn the art of metal sculpting in Savannah
...
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Learning 3D sculpting from artist, metal worker Matt Toole
Virti claims its deep learning technology is improving ... Speaking to me over a call Young told me: “Our system, which
we’ve patented in terms of the analytics, can actually track what ...
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